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I'm dancing in the fire
Maybe I'm addicted to pain
I feel just like a prisoner
Riding on a runaway train

I've waited so long
I believe that your day will come
I've tried to hold on
You're gonna get
Your moment in the sun

And if it takes forever
We'll make it together
Say you will
Say you will
Say you will

Every time you feel your spirit grieve
Don't think about it baby
Just reach for me
I'll be there to hold you in my arms
Let me be the one that you call
Every time another cloud rolls by
And your heart is heavy
And you wonder why
When the rain comes down, I'll be there
I'll be there through it all ...
Until the last teardrop falls

My heart was fading fast
Sinking like a stone in a well
My luck was out of time
I needed you to break the spell

I've waited so long
I was looking for the perfect kiss
I've tried to hold on
Now I know the ride is worth the risk

And if it lasts forever
We'll dream it together
Say you will
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Say you will
Say you will

Every time you feel your spirit grieve
Don't think about it baby just reach for me
I'll be there to hold you in my arms
Let me be the one that you call
Every time another cloud rolls by
And your heart is heavy and you wonder why
When the rain comes down, I'll be there
I'll be there through it all ...
Until the last teardrop falls

Don't think ...
Don't think ...
Don't think about it baby
Say you will

Every time you feel your spirit grieve
Don't think about it baby
Just reach for me
I'll be there to hold you in my arms
Let me be the one that you call
Every time another cloud rolls by
And your heart is heavy
And you wonder why
When the rain comes down
I'll be there
I'll be there through it all ...
Until the last teardrop falls
Until the last teardrop falls
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